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Abstract: Objectives: To explore education goals and issues in National Education Policy (NEP 2020), 

Ministry of Human Resource Development, and Government of Asian nation. this review tries to search 

out some ways that and ways to form learning method pleasant and meaty as desired by NEP 2020. The 

roles of construct mapping in achieving the education goals of NEP 2020, conjointly objectify this paper. 

Method/Analysis: In following the objectives, NEP 2020 and a collection of articles associated with the 

subject were explored. This study provides an assessment and review on the role of construct mapping in 

achieving the education goals of NEP 2020. The paper deals with the common issues of NEP2020 and 

construct Mapping. Findings: the end result of the review is that idea mapping offers an efficient tool in 

education for each, teaching and learning method by supporting a lively and meaty learning. construct 

maps offer a novel graphical read of however students organize, connect, and synthesize data. construct 

maps offer students a chance to consider the connections between the ideas being learnt and mirror on 

their understanding of the construct that develops crucial thinking of the learners. Further, it provides 

platform for collaboration, discussion; incoming at shared understandings among members of teams. 

Construct map is wont to replace memorisation with meaty and pleasant learning. Novelty: NEP 2020 

has been explored and brought into thought keenly to search out its education goals. The role of 

construct mapping in achieving education goals of NEP 2020 has been highlighted within the gift paper. 

Thus, the paper explores however construct mapping is an efficient tool in conducive to an excellent 

extent to fulfil the education goals of NEP 2020. 
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